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Consider the set F 63 of all 6-tuples x0x1x2x3x4x5 with xi # [0, 1, 2]. It is
known that there is a subset C of F 63 with 73 elements such that, for any x # F
6
3 ,
there is a word in C that differs from x in at most one coordinate. We show that
there exists such a set C with a clear structure; this structure is used to give a com-
binatorial proof of the covering property of the set.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
In the football pools, one gambles on the results of n football matches.
There are three alternatives for each match: home win, draw, and away
win. The football pool problem asks how many entries a player must make
in this game so that at least one entry has at least n&1 correct results. The
minimum number of entries needed is denoted by _n .
In coding-theoretic terms, we study a code CF n3 , where F
n
3 is the set
of words of length n over the field of three elements, F3=[0, 1, 2]. The
Hamming distance dH(x, y) between two words x, y # F n3 is the number of
coordinates in which they differ. A word x is said to cover all words y for
which dH(x, y)r. For the football pool problem, r=1. We are now inter-
ested in the minimum number of words needed to cover F n3 . The smallest
n for which _n is unknown is n=6. If the exact value of _n is not known,
we can still try to find good coverings; these give upper bounds on _n . For
best known upper bounds on, and exact values of, _n for n14 see [3, 4].
Starting from the ternary Hamming code of length 4, it is easily shown
that _681. This upper bound on _6 has been improved in a series of
papers [2, 5, 6]. Ever since the present record _673 was published [2],
a vast amount of computer time has been used to try to improve that bound.
One reason for this is that 72=8 } 32, and most (not all, since _3=5)
best known ternary codes have at least one factor 3 in their cardinality.
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The construction in [1], in particular, always gives ternary codes that have
cardinality divisible by 3. Consequently, some researchers conjecture that
there is a covering code with 72 codewords. We shall here, however, give
an example of a covering code with 73 codewords and a clear structure,
thereby giving evidence of the possibility that _6=73.
Some additional notations are used in the proof. The set of words with
the first coordinate i is denoted by Si , and the set of words with the first
two coordinates i and j is denoted by Si, j ; furthermore, Ci=C & Si and
Ci, j=C & Si, j . Cover is used as short for cover with r=1.
Theorem 1. _673.
Proof. We prove that the following 73 words cover F 63 (the words are
x0 x1 x2x3 x4x5):
x0x1 x2x3 x4x5
00 0022, 2200, 0202, 2020
1221, 2112, 1122, 2211
01 0011, 1100, 0101, 1010, 0110, 1001
0000, 1111, 2222
02 0011, 1100
0220, 2002
1212, 2121
10 0120, 1002, 0121, 1012
0100, 1000, 0111, 1011
2222
11 0212, 2021, 1220, 2102, 2201, 2210
0000, 1111
12 0201, 1201, 2010, 2110
2201, 2210
0022, 1122
20 0210, 2001, 1210, 2101
0010, 0001, 1110, 1101
2222
21 2120, 1202, 0221, 2012, 1022, 0122
0000, 1111
22 1020, 1021, 0102, 0112
1022, 0122
2200, 2211
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The code has some clear symmetries: 0x1x2x3 x4 x5 is a codeword
iff 0x1 x5 x4x3 x2 is; 1x1x2x3 x4x5 is a codeword iff 2x1 x5x4x3 x2 is;
and x0x1 x2x3 x4x5 is a codeword iff x0x1 x3 x2 x5x4 is. Furthermore,
x0 x1 x2x3 x4x5 is a codeword iff x0x1x2x3x5x4 with the transposition
0 W 1 applied to the last four coordinates is. The set of words obtained
from a word x by using these symmetries is denoted Sym(x). Due to the
symmetries, we need only prove that S0 and S1 are covered.
First, we prove that S0 is covered. In the last four coordinates of C0 ,
all (18) possible combinations of two values in two coordinates each and
(3) of one value in all coordinates occur. Such words are then covered.
Words with one value in three of the last four coordinates are also
covered by these words, except for words in S0, 0 with three 0’s and one
1, or one 0 and three 1’s; such words are covered by Sym(101000). We
further have the case with one value in two of the last four coordinates
and different values in the two other coordinates. In C0, 0 , all pairs of 2’s
occur; words uncovered due to missing pairs of 0’s or 1’s are covered by
Sym(100120). In C0, 1 , all pairs of 0’s and 1’s occur; no pairs of 2’s occur,
but such words are covered by C1, 1 _ C2, 1 , which contains all possible
combinations of one 0, one 1, and two 2’s. Not all pairs occur in C0, 2
either; words uncovered due to missing pairs are covered by
Sym(120201) _ Sym(122201).
Next, we prove that S1 is covered. In the last four coordinates of C1 , all
(3) combinations of one value in all coordinates occur; such words are then
covered. We then look at words with one value in three of the last four
coordinates. In S1, 0 , words with three 2’s are covered by 102222; words
with three 0’s or 1’s are covered by Sym(100100) _ Sym(100120). In S1, 1 ,
words with three 0’s or 1’s are covered by 110000 and 111111, respectively;
that words with three 2’s are covered is due to the following: among all
words in C1, 1 with two 2’s, 0’s and 1’s occur in all of the last four coor-
dinates. A similar argument can be used for words in C1, 2 with three 0’s,
1’s, or 2’s, except for some words in Sym(121000) (which are covered by
Sym(101000)). We then consider words with one value in two of the last
four coordinates. In S1, 0 , words with two 0’s or 1’s are covered by C1,0 _
Sym(120201) _ Sym(200210) _ Sym(000202) _ Sym(000022), and words
with two 2’s (and one 0 and one 1) are covered by C1, 1 _ Sym(100120). As
C1, 1 _ C2, 1 contains all possible combinations of one 0, one 1, and two 2’s,
words in S1, 1 with two 2’s are covered, except for 110022 and 111122,
which are covered by Sym(120022). Words in S1, 1 with two 0’s or 1’s (and
not two 2’s) are covered by C1, 1 _ C0, 1 _ Sym(100120). Finally, in S1, 2 ,
words with two 0’s or 1’s are covered by C1, 2 _ Sym(100120) _
Sym(220102) _ Sym(020011) _ Sym(020220), and words with two 2’s (and
one 0 and one 1) are covered by Sym(120201) _ Sym(120022) _
Sym(110212). K
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The code in the proof is not equivalent to the code in [2]. We further
remark that some of the codewords are necessary only to cover two
wordsfor example, 112210. Two other inequivalent codes are obtained by
using either 012210 or 212210 instead. Actually, the best covering found
using 72 codewords leaves two words uncovered [2]!
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